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Abstract

As pupil size is affected by cognitive processes, we investigated whether it could
serve as an independent indicator of target recognition in lineups. Participants saw a
simulated crime video, followed by two viewings of either a target-present or target-absent
video lineup while pupil size was measured with an eye-tracker. Participants who made
correct identifications showed significantly larger pupil sizes when viewing the target
compared with distractors. Some participants were uncertain about their choice of face from
the lineup, but nevertheless showed pupillary changes when viewing the target, suggesting
covert recognition of the target face had occurred. The results suggest that pupillometry
might be a useful aid in assessing the accuracy of an eyewitness' identification.

Keywords: pupillometry, eyewitness identification, covert recognition, face
processing, credibility
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In contrast to our skill in recognising familiar faces, unfamiliar face recognition is
difficult and error-prone (review in Hancock, Bruce, & Burton, 2000). For example, in a
study using CCTV images and comparison photographs, Bruce, Henderson, Newman and
Burton (2001) reported that matching accuracy was about 75% for unfamiliar faces,
compared to approximately 90% for familiar faces. Eyewitness misidentifications may be a
major factor in miscarriages of justice (the Innocence Project, 2017; see also Dwyer, Neufeld,
& Scheck, 2000; Wells & Olson, 2003).

Given the unreliability of eyewitnesses' conscious responses to lineups, research has
investigated alternative methods for assessing their credibility (e.g. MacLin, MacLin, &
Malpass, 2001; Wright & Stroud, 2002). For instance, eye-tracking has been used to
distinguish between participants who made an identification from those who did not in
simultaneous lineups (where all the faces are seen at the same time), but this technique is not
helpful for differentiating correct identifications from false identifications in sequential
lineups (when pictures or video clips are shown one at a time: Mansour & Flowe, 2010).

Using ERPs (event-related potentials), Lefebvre, Marchand, Smith and Connolly
(2007) found that participants who made correct identifications showed an increased P300
response to the target compared to distractors. The P300 was also significantly larger for
correct identifications than for misidentifications. Unfortunately, it would currently be
impractical to measure ERPs in a real-world setting.

Attempting to compare scores on established face recognition tests with lineup
responses, Bindemann, Brown, Koyas and Russ (2012) found that a face recognition test
postdicted lineup performance in participants who made an identification, but not in
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participants who misidentified the target, missed the target, or correctly rejected all faces in a
target-absent condition. In a follow-up study, the face recognition test only postdicted lineup
performance for correct rejections. Both experiments (across target-present and target-absent
lineups) indicated that the face recognition test provided a good index of eyewitness
reliability for participants who made an identification, but not for those who made no
identification.

Confidence has also been studied with regards to whether it can be diagnostic of
identification accuracy, and judges and juries attach considerable weight to a witness'
confidence when evaluating them (e.g. Wells, Ferguson, & Lindsay, 1981). Although not all
research has found confidence ratings to be a reliable guide to identification accuracy
(Brewer & Burke, 2002; Cutler, Penrod, & Stuve, 1988), more recent research suggests that
the confidence-accuracy relationship is stronger than previously thought (Wixted, Read, &
Lindsay, 2016). If confidence can be recorded immediately after an identification is made,
including before any feedback is provided, then it may be a useful indicator in instances
where the witness makes a selection from the lineup (Sauer, Brewer, Zweck, & Weber, 2009;
Sauerland & Sporer, 2009). Research has also shown that very confident eyewitnesses tend to
have relatively high degrees of accuracy, whereas the same is not true of unconfident
witnesses (Brewer & Palmer, 2010). However, one problem with confidence ratings is that
they are susceptible to being influenced by post-identification feedback, especially if made
retrospectively rather than immediately after the lineup has taken place (Wells & Bradfield,
1998; Wells et al., 1998).

Another method of achieving the same goal is to use pupillometry. Pupil size is not
determined solely by ambient luminance, but can be influenced by mental processing, such as
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cognitive load: the greater the mental workload, the larger the pupil size (Beatty, 1982; Jainta
& Baccino, 2010; Zekveld, Heslenfeld, Johnsrude, Versfeld, & Kramer, 2014; & see Ayres &
Paas, 2012; Goldinger & Papesh, 2012; Murphy, Groeger, & Greene, 2016, for reviews).
Pupil size has also been associated with affective processing, as pupils are larger when
presented with emotional stimuli than with neutral stimuli (e.g. Bradley, Miccoli, Escrig, &
Lang, 2008; Partala & Surakka, 2003; Prehn, Heekeren, & van der Meer, 2011; Snowden et
al., 2016; Võ et al., 2008). Pupillometry has also proved useful in indexing memory strength,
as pupils have been shown to be larger when retrieving items associated with greater memory
strength (Brocher & Graf, 2016; Goldinger & Papesh, 2012; Otero, Weekes, & Hutton, 2011;
Papesh, Goldinger, & Hout, 2012), and they also appear to reflect the experience of
recognition (Otero et al., 2011). Therefore, pupil size may also reflect the strength of
recognition evidence (Montefinese, Vinson, & Ambrosini, 2018). Pupillometry also appears
to be useful for measuring implicit memory, as pupillary changes occur in the absence of an
overt response (van Rijn, Dalenberg, Borst, & Sprenger, 2012), and can even occur despite
efforts to deceive (Heaver & Hutton, 2011).

Pupillometry has seldom been used in face recognition research. However, Goldinger,
He, and Papesh (2009) have shown that pupil sizes were larger when looking at other-race
faces than own-race faces. Considering the social importance of faces, and combining this
with the findings that pupils respond to memory strength, it appears that pupillary changes
could be a reliable measure of face recognition, and applicable to eyewitness lineup
procedures (review in Goldinger & Papesh, 2012). However, as far as we know, pupil size
has not been investigated within the context of a lineup until now.
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Pupillometry has the potential to be a useful supplementary measure of eyewitness
identification performance. It would be desirable to have a measure of eyewitness
performance that is independent of the explicit decision processes involved in making an
identification. Previous attempts to assess eyewitness accuracy, using measures of witness
confidence or generalised face recognition ability, do not fulfil this criterion as these are
alternative explicit measures of recognition that may well be contaminated by the conscious
decision processes involved in making an identification in the first place. In contrast, pupil
size is a physiological response outside of the witness' conscious control, and hence more
likely to be independent of their overt decision about the lineup. Unlike traditional measures,
pupillometry also reveals real-time fluctuations in cognitive processing, such as changes in
mental effort, engagement and memory strength while viewing a suspect's face. Pupillary
measures may thus provide more nuanced information about eyewitness identification
performance, which could be used to assist decisions about an eyewitness' credibility.

The present study investigated whether pupil size is a good predictor of lineup
identification accuracy, using both target-present and target-absent lineups. Target-present
lineups were employed to determine whether pupil size changes can be used to assess
whether a participant is viewing a face they have seen previously (i.e. whether pupil size
reliably discriminates between a target face and distractors). Target-absent lineups were also
employed, as it is important to know what happens to pupil sizes if the perpetrator of the
crime is not present in the lineup. To be an effective method, pupillometry would need to
consistently differentiate target faces from distractors in target-present lineups and show that
pupil size changes are not associated consistently with any single face in the lineup,
especially when the target is absent.
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Experiment 1

Methods

Participants

In the target-present condition, 51 participants with normal or corrected-to-normal
vision were recruited in exchange for university course credits or cash. Two participants were
subsequently excluded for making multiple identifications in both lineups, contrary to
instructions. This left 49 participants aged between 18 and 26 (M = 19.61, SD = 1.72) for the
analysis (15 males and 34 females). Participants were recruited until there were at least ten
for each category of identification response (Identifiers, Non-identifiers and Misidentifiers) in
each lineup1. In the target-absent condition there were 26 participants (2 males, 24 females),
aged between 18 and 35 (M = 20.42, SD = 3.23).

Apparatus and Stimuli

First, participants saw a silent video clip of a staged non-violent crime, in which a
man attempted to steal another man's bag. After a brief altercation, the two men ran off,
fighting over the bag. The video lasted one minute. It was recorded in .wmv format (768 x

1

Ordinarily, the number of participants per condition is under the control of the experimenter.
However, in this case, allocation to a condition depended entirely on the participants' identification decision.
Our strategy was therefore adopted merely to ensure that we had a reasonable sample size for each type of
decision, even those that occurred relatively infrequently. A pilot study showed that we were able to obtain
reasonably reliable effects with only eight participants per condition, so our choice to keep testing until we had
at least ten participants for each type of identification response was motivated by this consideration.
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576 pixels) and converted to XVID for compatibility with the eye-tracking software,
Experiment Builder (SR Research, n.d.).

Two lineup conditions were used: target-present and target-absent. In the targetpresent condition, the lineup presented ten colour video clips of head and shoulders against a
white background (nine distractors and one target). In each clip, the individual faced the
camera before turning their head slowly to the right, to the left, and back to centre. These
were constructed by the VIPER Unit of the West Yorkshire Police, using the VIPER (n.d.)
video identification parade database. Trained officers selected distractors from the VIPER
database (containing thousands of faces) to match a basic verbal description of the target
(ensuring that distractors were also a reasonable visual match to the physical appearance of
the target). Videos were cropped and matched for size (17.5 x 13.3 cm), resolution (768 x
576 pixels), time (12 seconds), and luminance using an app (myLightMeterPro, 2015). The
blinds were drawn to control lighting levels. In the target-absent condition, the target face
was removed from the lineup, so participants only saw the 9 distractor faces, so that results
were not confounded by seeing an additional novel face2.

Experiment Builder was run using a 21.5 inch iMac computer, and a desktop Eyelink
1000 eye-tracker (SR Research, n.d.) that recorded pupil position and size using infrared

2

We were faced with two options, either to introduce an additional face to replace the target, or to
delete the target. We thought that deleting the target was the lesser of two evils, as it meant that the only
difference between the TP and TA lineups was that the TA lineup had one less face, and everything else was
kept constant. Introducing a novel face runs the risk of changing the nature of the lineup. In experiment three,
for practical reasons (increased speed of testing in a real-life situation) we used a different lineup size from the
previous two experiments (and a different target person) and obtained similar effects, suggesting that lineup size
(within the limits of those we used) was not a major influence on our results, although future studies should
attempt to keep lineup size constant.
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illumination. The participant's head was stabilised with a chin rest, at approximately 60 cm
from the computer screen.

Design

This study used a mixed design: independent measures on identification response
(with three levels: Identifiers, Non-identifiers, and Misidentifiers) and repeated measures on
face type (with three levels: Pre-target distractors, Target, and Post-target distractors). With
target-present lineups, the target was the person seen in the staged crime video.

[Insert Fig. 1 here]

With target-absent lineups, the "target" was the misidentified distractor who had not
been encountered before the lineup (known as a “false positive”). The dependent variable
was pupil size, calculated as a percentage of each participant’s overall pupil size range during
the experiment. The procedure is described in detail in the results.

Procedure

Participants were briefed before placing their chins in the chin rest, and their eye
movements were calibrated to nine points. After reading instructions, their gaze was
monitored with a drift check. Drift checks monitor the accuracy of eye-tracking data and
involve looking at a black dot on a white screen. Then the simulated crime video was played.
This was followed by a filler task, the long version of the Glasgow Face Matching Task
(GFMT) (Burton, White, & McNeill, 2010). This was chosen to reflect the fact that
eyewitnesses see many faces between a real crime and the lineup, so we considered it to be
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more ecologically valid than isolating participants from any faces between the crime video
and the lineup in the experiment.

A pilot version of this experiment revealed that participants who misidentified a
distractor tended to do so when looking at the first face in the lineup, suggesting that they
would benefit from becoming acquainted with the task before viewing the lineup itself.
Therefore, in the main experiment, immediately after the filler task and before seeing the
lineup, participants were given practice at identifying a face: they were shown two faces that
did not resemble the target. These were filmed in the same way as the other lineup faces, and
participants were told explicitly that they were for practice only.

After completing the practice session, participants saw a video lineup relating to the
staged crime. Lineup video clips were displayed one at a time with a drift check between
adjacent clips. For each clip, the participant was asked to click ‘Y’ (yes) if they thought the
face was the target and ‘N’ (no) if they thought it was a distractor. They were asked not to
press ‘Y’ more than once per lineup. Each clip played for 12 seconds regardless of how
quickly the participant responded, but the ISI was not fixed, as each clip was separated by a
drift check. This took approximately 2-3 seconds: as soon as their eye stabilised, the next trial
began. Each participant saw the lineup video clips in a different pseudo-random order (in
target-present lineups, the target was never first or last in the lineup). After the final clip, the
lineup procedure was repeated, with the clips displayed in a different pseudo-random
sequence, and participants were asked to make another Y/N response. They were told that
this response could be the same as it had been in the first lineup, or that they could make a
different response if they wished. The eye-tracker recorded pupillary responses and
identification decisions as participants viewed the clips.
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Results

Target-Present condition.

To standardise pupil size measurements between participants, the following procedure
was used. For each participant, the eye-tracker produced a mean pupil size for each video clip
in the lineup. We subtracted each participant's smallest mean from their largest mean, to
produce a difference score. The mean pupil size for each clip was then expressed as a
percentage of this difference.

From these values, three pupil size measures were produced for each participant.
First, pupil sizes for distractors seen before the target were averaged together to produce a
single mean pupil size measure, labelled “pre-target distractors”. There was only one target,
so only one measure was available for each participant, labelled “target”. Finally, pupil sizes
for distractors seen after the target were averaged together to give a single mean pupil size
measure labelled “post-target distractors”.

To determine whether pupil sizes changed in response to the target, two two-way
mixed ANOVAs were conducted, one for the first lineup and another for the second. For each
ANOVA, there was one within-subjects factor, face type (with three levels: pre-target
distractors, target, and post-target distractors) and one between-subjects factor: identification
response (with three levels: identifiers, non-identifiers, and misidentifiers). "Identifiers" were
participants who correctly identified the target; "non-identifiers" mistakenly thought the
target was absent; and "misidentifiers" mistook a distractor for the target.
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Some participants made multiple misidentifications in one of the lineups but not the
other. Their data were only analysed for the lineup in which they performed as instructed.
This left forty-five participants for the first lineup (22 identifiers, 13 non-identifiers, and 10
misidentifiers).

Fig. 2 suggests that, for the first lineup, pupil sizes were larger for the target
compared to distractors, and different between the three identification response groups. This
interpretation was supported by the ANOVA results for the first lineup, which showed
significant effects of face type, F (2,84) = 26.22, p < .001, r = .48, η2 = .38 (Pre: M = 59.80,
SE = 2.50; Target: M = 75.40, SE = 2.90; Post: M = 50.80, SE = 2.70), and identification
response, F (2,42) = 4.02, p = .03, r = .29, η2 = .16 (Identifiers: M = 66.90, SE = 2.50;
Misidentifiers: M = 54.50, SE = 3.70; Non-identifiers: M = 64.60, SE = 3.20), and a
significant interaction between face type and identification response, F (4,84) = 2.49, p < .05.

[Insert Fig. 2 here]

Planned contrasts revealed that pupil sizes for identifiers were significantly larger for
the target than for pre-target distractors, F (1,21) = 96.62, p < .001, r = .89, η2 = .82 (29%
difference in size) and post-target distractors F (1,21) = 96.33, p < .001, r = .91, η2 = .82
(33% difference in size). For non-identifiers, pupils were significantly larger for the target
than for post-target distractors, F (1,12) = 9.99, p = .01, r = .67, η2 = .45 (21%), but not for
pre-target distractors F (1,12) = 1.79, p = .21 (9%). There were no significant comparisons
for misidentifiers: pre-target distractors, F (1,9) = 1.05, p = .33 (8%) or post-target distractors
F (1,9) = 4.32, p = .07 (20%).
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Between identifiers, non-identifiers and misidentifiers, three one-way ANOVAs
revealed significant pupillary differences for the target, F (2,44) = 6.21, p = .01, r = .33, but
not for pre-target distractors, F (2,44) = 1.16, p = .33, or post-target distractors, F (2,44) =
1.52, p = .23. Planned comparisons revealed that when looking at the target, there were
significantly different differences between identifiers and non-identifiers (p <.05) and
between identifiers and misidentifiers (p =.01), but not between misidentifiers and nonidentifiers (p =.16).

We then conducted a paired samples t-test for each identification response, to
compare pupil sizes when people looked at the target compared to when looking at the
distractor that elicited the largest pupil size (LD). As presented in Table 1., for identifiers
alone, there was no significant difference in pupil size when looking at the two face types,
t(31) = 0.76, p =.46. However, in misidentifiers and non-identifiers, pupil sizes were
significantly larger when looking at the LD compared to when looking at the target:
misidentifiers, t(9) = 3.02, p =.0; non-identifiers, t(12) = 2.80, p =.02.

[Insert Table 1 here]

For the second lineup, data from 44 participants were analysed. As shown in fig. 2,
there was a significant effect of face type, F (2,82) = 12.28, p < .001, r = .36, η2 = .23 (Pre: M
= 41.70, SE = 2.70; Target: M = 51.40, SE = 3.90; Post: M = 32.70, SE = 2.90), but no effect
of identification response, F (2,41) = 0.25, p = .77, (Identifiers: M = 42.60, SE = 3.20;
Misidentifiers: M = 39.40, SE = 4.70; Non-identifiers: M = 43.80, SE = 4.30). There was also
no interaction between face type and identification response, F (4,82) = 0.92, p = .46. As
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there was no significant effect of identification response and no interaction. we did not
conduct t-tests as we had done for the first lineup.

Thus, pupillary responses discriminated between face types and between
identification decisions first time participants saw the lineup, but not when they viewed it a
second time.

Using pupil size to predict identification response:

Two binary logistic regressions were used to determine whether pupil size change
could predict whether participants made a correct or incorrect lineup decision. The predictor
variable was pupil size (the mean difference between the target and the distractors) and the
outcome variable was identification accuracy (correct or incorrect).
For the first lineup, the logistic regression was statistically significant, 𝛘2(1) = 6.49 p
= .01. The model explained 17.6% (Nagelkerke R2) of the variance in lineup decision
outcome (i.e. whether or not participants were correct) and correctly classified 69.6% of
cases. For the first lineup, pupil size was therefore a fairly good measure of identification
performance. This was not true for the second lineup, for which the logistic regression was
not significant, 𝛘2(1) = 0.50, p = .48.

Target-Absent condition.

Participants were divided into two categories based on their identification response:
"misidentifiers", participants who mistook a distractor for the target, and “correct rejectors”,
who correctly responded that the target was not present. We tested until there was a minimum
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of ten participants in each identification response group, which resulted in 26 participants (10
misidentifiers and 16 correct rejectors).

Three pupil size measures were taken from each participant. In the absence of a
target, for misidentifiers we calculated pupillary responses to the misidentified face and
treated this as the ‘target’, but called it the “false positive”. Pupil sizes for distractors seen
before it were averaged together to produce a single measure, labelled “pre-false positive
faces (Pre)”. There was only one false positive, so only one measure was available for each
participant, labelled “false positive”. Finally, pupil sizes for distractors seen after the false
positive were averaged together to give a single measure labelled “post-false positive faces
(Post)”. For participants who correctly rejected all faces, we did not have a false positive face
to compare to the target. Therefore, we selected the distractor that had been misidentified
most often by the misidentifiers (47% of the time) and designated it to be the "false positive",
as we considered it most likely to be considered a close match to the target and therefore
most likely to elicit a large pupil size. Then, we followed the same procedure that we had
followed for the target-absent misidentifiers.

To test whether pupil sizes changed in response to a misidentified face in the absence
of the target, two two-way mixed ANOVAs were used for analysis of pupil size measures in
response to each lineup. For each, there was one within-subjects factor, face type (with three
levels: pre, false positive, and post) and one between-subjects factor: identification response
(with two levels: correct rejectors and misidentifiers).

As shown in fig. 3, for the first lineup there was a significant effect of face type, F
(2,48) = 5.92, p = .01, r = .44, η2 = .20 (Pre: M = 61.00, SE = 3.80, False positive: M = 69.40,
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SE = 4.60, Post: M = 50.20, SE = 3.90), but there was no effect of identification response, F
(1,24) = 0.80, p = .38 (Misidentifiers: M = 62.30, SE = 4.00; Correct rejectors: M = 57.70, SE
= 3.20). There was also no interaction between face type and identification response, F (2,
48) = 0.36, p = .70.

[Insert fig. 3 here]

Again, we conducted two paired samples t-tests for each identification group, to
compare pupil sizes when people looked at the false positive and at the face that elicited the
largest pupil size (LF). For misidentifiers, there was no significant difference in pupil size
between the face types, t(9) = 1.89, p =.09; but for Correct rejectors, there was a significant
difference, t(15) = 5.52, p =.01.

[Insert Table 2 here]

Inspection of fig. 3, for the second lineup, revealed no significant effects of face type,
F (2,48) = 2.61, p = .08 (Pre: M = 39.10, SE = 3.50; False positive: M = 43.90, SE = 4.80;
Post: M = 32.80, SE = 3.30) or identification response, F (1,24) = 0.50, p = .49
(Misidentifiers: M = 40.50, SE = 3.40; Correct rejectors: M = 36.70, SE = 4.20). Finally, there
was no interaction between face type and identification response, F (2, 48) = 0.23, p = .80.

As there were no significant effects, we did not conduct t-tests.

Using pupil size to predict identification response:

Two binary logistic regressions were used to determine whether pupil size change
could predict whether participants made a correct or incorrect lineup decision. The predictor
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variable was pupil size (the mean difference between the false positive and the other faces)
and the outcome variable was identification accuracy (correct or incorrect).

The logistic regressions were not statistically significant for either lineup: first lineup,
𝛘2(1) = 1.20 p = .27; second lineup, 𝛘2(1) = 0.23, p = .88. Pupil size did not predict whether
participants would correctly reject or misidentify a face.

Discussion

Our principal finding is that pupil size changed in response to the target in targetpresent lineups. This only occurred in participants who correctly identified the target, and
only the first time that they saw him. These pupillary responses also predicted identification
of the target the first time participants saw him. In contrast, in the target-absent condition
pupillary responses did not differentiate between those who correctly rejected the faces and
those who misidentified a face. This suggested that it was only the presence of a previouslyseen face that resulted in the pupillary effects in the target-present condition.

This novel approach to measuring implicit recognition in a lineup with pupillometry
is in line with previous research suggesting that pupillary changes are associated with
memory strength (Brocher & Graf, 2016; Otero et al., 2011; Papesh et al., 2012). Our results
indicate that when people recognised the target in a TP lineup, their pupils became larger in
response to his face. However, this was only found for the first TP lineup. In the second TP
lineup all the faces had been seen before, so it may be that different cognitive requirements,
such as source monitoring (being able to place the correct face to the crime) (Conway &
Dewhurst, 1995) had also affected pupil sizes.
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Pupil size was also able to predict identification of the target. In the first TP lineup,
pupil size change explained just under 18% of the variance in lineup decision outcome and
correctly classified just under 70% of cases. As expected, in the second TP lineup pupil size
was not a good predictor of identification accuracy. The same analyses for the target-absent
condition found that pupils did not predict the explicit identification responses. Thus, we
concluded that the pupillary changes that had occurred in the target-present condition had
done so specifically in response to the target, and probably reflected memory strength for the
target’s face.

Interestingly, the pupillary changes for the second lineup in the target-present
condition appeared to be as indistinct as those for the target-absent condition. This suggests
that the pupillary changes that occur when viewing the target only occur when the distractors
are novel (in the first TP lineup). Once all the faces have been seen, the familiarity distinction
between the target and the distractors disappears, meaning that the pupillary changes also
disappear. It seems to be the distinction between entirely-novel faces and a previously-seen
face that elicits pupillary changes in participants who remember that face.

We wanted to assess pupillometry in relation to traditional measures of lineup
identification that rely on explicit decisions. Identification decisions require eyewitnesses to
choose between identifying a face or not. This measure is supposed to be based upon their
recognition of the suspect as the perpetrator. To do this, the eyewitness first needs to weigh
up the options against their memory, and then make an explicit choice. However, these
decisions rely on conscious processes that might mask implicit recognition in some cases, for
instance if implicit recognition has not reached the threshold required for an identification, if
an eyewitness does not want to make an error (for fear of wrongful conviction), or if they
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actually know the perpetrator and make a decision not to identify them. Pupillometry appears
to overcome these shortcomings, as pupillary changes occur in the absence of an overt
response (van Rijn et al., 2012), and can occur despite efforts to deceive (Heaver & Hutton,
2011). Thus, pupil size appears to reflect an implicit response such as memory strength that is
independent of explicit responses.

UK police lineup procedures use a sequential lineup of nine video clips, with the
sequence presented twice (Seale-Carlisle & Mikes, 2016). Each face in the lineup is
numbered and eyewitnesses make their identification decision at the end of both lineups. Our
second experiment explored pupillary responses using this paradigm with three additional
measures. We asked participants to make an identification response once for each lineup, so
that we could compare accuracy between lineups. We included a practice session, as the
results from Experiment 1 suggested that this improved both accuracy with the actual lineup
and the reliability of the pupillary data. Finally, we asked participants to type the number of
the face they were looking at, so that we could be sure that they had seen the number.

Experiment 2

Methods

Participants

In the target-present condition, 66 participants were recruited in exchange for cash or
university course credits. Four were removed due to technical issues, leaving sixty-two
participants (9 males and 53 females) aged between eighteen and thirty-five (M = 20.60, SD
= 3.19). Participants were recruited until there were at least ten for each category of
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identification response. This resulted in 36 identifiers, 14 non-identifiers and 12
misidentifiers in each lineup. In the target-absent condition there were 22 participants (5
males, 16 females, and one participant who did not provide their gender), aged between 18
and 40 (M = 22.19, SD = 6.04). This resulted in 10 misidentifiers and 12 correct rejectors.

Apparatus and Materials

These were the same as in the previous experiment, except that nine lineup videos
were used, each assigned a number from 1-9. The number was displayed clearly at the top
left of the screen throughout each video clip. In the target-absent lineup, participants only
saw the eight distractors that had been presented in the target-present display.

Design

This was the same as the previous experiment.

Procedure

This was also the same as the previous experiment, except that if participants thought
they recognised one of the faces as that of the perpetrator, they needed to remember its
allocated number, as they were asked for this at the end of the lineup.

Results

Target-Present condition.

We conducted a two-way mixed ANOVA to determine whether pupil sizes changed
in response to the target (see fig. 4). For the first lineup, there was a significant effect of
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identification response, F (2,59) = 4.97, p = .01, r = .28, η2 = .20 (Identifiers: M = 61.30, SE
= 2.10; Misidentifiers: M = 50.50, SE = 3.60; Non-identifiers: M = 51.70, SE = 3.40). There
was no significant effect of face type, F (2,118) = 2.98, p = .06 (Pre: M = 51.90, SE = 2.70;
Target: M = 59.40, SE = 3.00; Post: M = 52.20, SE = 2.30) and no significant interaction
between face type and identification response, F (4,118) = 1.92, p = .11.

[Insert Fig. 4 here]

Planned contrasts revealed that pupil sizes for identifiers were significantly larger for
the target than for pre-target distractors, F (1,35) = 12.72, p = .01, r = .52 (14%) and posttarget distractors, F (1,35) = 35.18, p < .001, r = .71 (18%). For non-identifiers, pupils were
no larger for the target than for pre-target distractors F (1,13) = 0.01, p = .97 (0.3%), or posttarget distractors, F (1,13) = 0.01, p = .98 (-0.2%). There were also no significant
comparisons for misidentifiers: pre-target distractors, F (1,11) = 2.08, p = .18 (8%), posttarget distractors F (1,11) = 0.01, p = .93 (0.8%).

Between identifiers, non-identifiers and misidentifiers, three one-way ANOVAs
revealed significant pupillary differences for the target, F (2,61) = 7.24, p = .01, r = .33, but
not for pre-target distractors, F (2,61) = 2.41, p = .10, or post-target distractors, F (2,61) =
0.01, p = .96.

As in Experiment 1, we then conducted a paired samples t-test for each identification
response, to compare pupil sizes when people looked at the target compared to when looking
at the LD. For all three identification responses pupil sizes were significantly larger when
looking at the LD compared to when looking at the target: misidentifiers, t(11) = 3.98, p =.01;
non-identifiers, t(13) = 4.00, p =.01; identifiers, t(35) = 5.11, p =.01.
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[Insert Table 3 here]

For the second lineup, there were no significant effects of face type, F (2,118) = 2.62,
p = .08 (Pre: M = 45.95, SE = 2.52; Target: M = 50.63, SE = 3.25; Post: M = 43.79, SE =
2.81) or identification response, F (2,59) = 1.06, p = .35 (Identifiers: M = 47.99, SE = 2.51;
Misidentifiers: M = 41.80, SE = 4.47; Non-identifiers: M = 50.83, SE = 4.74). However, there
was a significant interaction between face type and identification response, F (4,118) = 5.90,
p < .001, η2 = .17.

Planned contrasts revealed that pupil sizes for identifiers were significantly larger for
the target than for pre-target distractors, F (1,37) = 37.61, p < .001, r = .71 (19%) and posttarget distractors F (1,37) = 29.36, p < .001, r = .67 (19%). For non-identifiers, pupils were
not significantly larger for the target than for pre-target distractors F (1,11) = 2.72, p = .13 (5%), or post-target distractors, F (1,11) = 1.11, p = .31 (7%). There were also no significant
comparisons for misidentifiers: pre-target distractors, F (1,11) = 0.01, p = .96 (-0.3%), posttarget distractors F (1,11) = 0.79, p = .39 (-6%).

Between identifiers, non-identifiers and misidentifiers, three one-way ANOVAs
revealed significant pupillary differences for the target, F (2,61) = 4.34, p = .02, r = .26, for
pre-target distractors, F (2,61) = 3.77, p = .03 r = .24, but not for post-target distractors, F
(2,61) = 0.24, p = .79.

Three t-tests again revealed that for all three identification responses pupil sizes were
significantly larger when looking at the LD compared to when looking at the target:
misidentifiers, t(11) = 5.56, p =.01; non-identifiers, t(11) = 4.82, p =.01; identifiers, t(37) =
3.40, p =.01.
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[Insert Table 4 here]

Thus, pupillary responses separated identifiers, misidentifiers and non-identifiers and
separated face types in both lineups (albeit in slightly different ways).

Using pupil size to predict identification response.

As in Experiment 1, two binary logistic regressions were used to determine whether
pupil size change predicted whether participants made a correct or incorrect lineup decision.
For the first lineup, the model was statistically significant, χ2(1) = 7.34, p = .01, explaining
15% (Nagelkerke R2) of the variance in lineup decision outcome and correctly classifying
67.7% of cases. For the second lineup, the logistic regression model was also statistically
significant, χ2(1) = 11.16 p = .01. The model explained 22.4% (Nagelkerke R2) of the
variance in lineup decision outcome and correctly classified 72.6% of cases. Therefore, pupil
size was a fairly good measure of identification performance in both lineups.

Target-Absent condition

Two two-way mixed ANOVAs were again used for analysis of pupil size measures in
response to each TA lineup. As can be seen in fig 5, there were no significant effects for
either lineup. For the first lineup: face type, F (2,40) = 0.30, p = .75 (Pre: M = 57.00, SE =
3.80; Target: M = 52.60, SE = 5.90; Post: M = 55.20, SE = 3.80); identification response, F
(1,20) = 2.58, p = .12 (Misidentifiers: M = 60.00, SE = 4.70; Correct rejectors: M = 49.80, SE
= 4.30). There was also no significant interaction between face type and identification
response, F (2,40) = 1.07, p = .35.

[Insert Fig. 5 here]
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Inspection of fig. 5 appears to show that pupillary responses for the target were
different for misidentifiers and correct rejectors, but a one-way ANOVA confirmed that this
was not the case, F (1,21) = 2.78, p = .11. Thus, pupillary responses did not discriminate
significantly between misidentifiers and correct rejectors or between face types in either
lineup.

Again, we conducted a paired samples t-test for each identification response, to
compare pupil sizes when people looked at the false positive compared to when looking at
the LF. For both misidentifiers and correct rejectors, pupil sizes were significantly larger
when looking at the LF compared to when looking at the false positive: Misidentifiers: t(9) =
2.57, p =.03; Correct rejectors: t(11) = 4.74, p =.03.

[Insert Table 5 here]

For the second lineup, (fig. 5): face type, F (2,40) = 1.41, p = .25 (Pre: M = 45.70, SE
= 4.40; Target: M = 45.90, SE = 5.00; Post: M = 38.60, SE = 4.20); identification response, F
(1,20) = 0.37, p = .55 (Misidentifiers: M = 45.60, SE = 5.00; Correct rejectors: M = 41.20, SE
= 5.00). There was also no significant interaction between face type and identification
response, F (2,40) = 0.99, p = .38. As there were no significant effects, we did not conduct ttests.

Using pupil size to predict identification response:

Again, two binary logistic regressions were used to determine whether pupil size
change predicted whether participants made a correct or incorrect lineup decision. Neither
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regression was significant, 𝛘2(1) = 2.44, p = .12; second lineup, 𝛘2(1) = 3.14, p = .08. Pupil
size did not predict whether participants would correctly reject or misidentify.

Discussion

Experiment two investigated whether pupillometry would benefit current UK police
procedures, where eyewitnesses memorise the number of a face in a lineup if they wish to
identify it. We predicted that participants who recognised the target in the target-present
condition would have larger pupils when looking at his face compared to the distractors'
faces. We also predicted that there would be no significant pupillary changes in the targetabsent condition. Both predictions were confirmed, but in experiment two, unlike experiment
one, the pupillary changes in the target-present condition occurred with both lineups.

An explanation for this effect may lie in competing accounts of pupillary responses to
cognitive processing. Experiment two, like experiment one, was based on the assumption that
pupillary changes were associated with memory strength, as pupils have been shown to be
larger when memory strength is greater (Brocher & Graf, 2016; Otero et al., 2011; Papesh et
al., 2012; review in Goldinger & Papesh, 2012). In experiment one, this assumption was
supported by the data, as pupillary changes were only found for the first target-present lineup
(when only the target face had been seen before), and were greatest in participants who both
claimed to remember his face and made an identification.

In experiment two, in the first TP lineup, pupillary changes only occurred in
participants who made an identification. Therefore, pupillary changes differentiated between
participants who had identified the target and those who had not. In the second TP lineup,
pupillary changes differentiated between all three identification response groups: pupils again
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only responded to the target in participants who identified him; they gradually became
slightly smaller in people who made no identification; and they did not change in size in
participants who misidentified a distractor.

In this version of the procedure, pupillary changes were observed in participants who
identified the target as they looked at him in both lineups. Why this occurred is not clear. In
the second TP lineup, all the faces would now have been familiar to the participants.
Therefore, if pupil size simply responds to memory, the faces in the second TP lineup should
all have elicited similar pupil sizes, but this was not the case. A memory strength account is
nevertheless still plausible, as the target’s face would have been the most familiar to those
people who recognised him (as they had been exposed to his face more). Therefore, the pupil
sizes of those who recognised him would have been somewhat larger when looking at his
face compared with the less-familiar distractors. However, this account alone fails to explain
why similar effects did not occur with the second TP lineup presentation in experiment one.
Alternative theories for the pupillary effects will be discussed in the general discussion.

We also investigated whether pupil size change could predict whether participants
made a correct or incorrect lineup decision, and found that pupil sizes successfully predicted
participants’ decisions in both lineups of the target-present condition. This is important, as
finding a way of measuring an individual eyewitness’s pupillary data, and comparing them to
a model for predicting correct decisions could be useful to police, particularly when making
assessments about the credibility of an eyewitness’s identification response.

However, to test real world systems, it is best to do so in the real world. Therefore, for
Experiment 3, we tested pupillary lineups with a portable eye-tracker, using members of the
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general public. We were also interested in the effects of anxiety in witnesses, as anxiety is
common during crimes and lineups (Miller & Bornstein, 2013), but is difficult to investigate
in laboratory experiments. We took inspiration from Valentine and Mesout (2009), who
found that only 17% of those who were anxious when they encountered a frightening actor in
the London Dungeon identified him in a subsequent lineup, compared to 75% of those who
were not anxious. We focused on evaluating the effects of anxiety on pupillary responses.
Larger pupil sizes are associated with stress, fear and trauma (Bitsios, Szabadi, & Bradshaw,
1996; Kimble, Fleming, Bandy, Kim, & Zambetti, 2010). Therefore, we considered it to be
important to test whether pupillometry would be effective to measure implicit recognition in
anxious participants.

Experiment 3

Methods

Participants

Twenty participants (12 males and 8 females) aged between eighteen and fifty-three
(M = 27.35, SD = 8.14) were recruited from the Booster Ride on Brighton Pier during the
British Science Festival (2017).

Apparatus and Materials

In 2017, the British Science Festival was based in Brighton and had an evening event,
where different experiments, presentations and events were set up. We conducted our
experiment at this event, taking advantage of Brighton Pier's Booster Ride. This is a scary
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five-minute ride that launches two pairs of people high into the air and swings them back
down at high speeds.

Experiment Builder was run on a 21.5 inch laptop computer and a portable EyeLink
Duo eye-tracker, which uses an infrared camera to provide precise measures of gaze location
and pupil size.

The stimuli consisted of 8 colour video clips of white female faces (aged between 2530) against a grey background. The video clips were constructed as they had been in the
previous experiments, according to the VIPER criteria.

A questionnaire consisting of 20 multiple choice questions was used to ascertain the
emotional state of participants while they were on the ride, and one question asked if they had
been anxious or not. The questionnaire took approximately two minutes to complete.

Design

This was the same as in the previous experiments.

Procedure

People waiting to ride on the Booster Ride were recruited by a female researcher.
After the ride, those who had agreed to take part in the experiment were asked by her to
complete a short questionnaire designed to evaluate their level of anxiety while on the ride.
She spent approximately 2-3 minutes with each participant before they proceeded to the
lineup, but was near the ride throughout the event.
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After completing the questionnaire, each participant was directed to a nearby tent,
where a pupillary lineup was conducted by a second researcher. The participant did not see
the first researcher again. At this point, they placed their chin on the chin rest, and their eye
movements were calibrated to five points on the computer screen. After reading instructions
on the screen, their gaze was monitored with a drift check, which involved looking at a black
dot on a white screen. They were told that they would be presented with a lineup that might
include the face of the first researcher. They then saw a video lineup that included her face
and seven distractors. The rest of the procedure was similar to the previous experiments,
except that the practice session was omitted due to time constraints, and it was only possible
to use a target-present lineup.

After data collection, participants were grouped according to self-reported anxiety.
This was based on the final question in the questionnaire, which asked them to rate their level
of anxiety while on the ride, on a scale from 1-5 (1 = not anxious at all, and 5 = very
anxious). One participant failed to record their level of anxiety, so the responses of the other
19 participants were analysed. 12 of these rated their level of anxiety as 1 (not anxious at all),
and 7 chose a rating that was greater than 1, indicating that they experienced at least some
anxiety. Therefore, we decided to divide participants into two anxiety groups: "anxious" (7
participants) and "non-anxious" (12 participants).

Results

Again, we used two two-way mixed ANOVAs. Inspection of fig. 6. reveals that for
the first lineup, there was an effect of identification response, F (2,17) = 4.22, p = .03, r =
.45, η2 = .33 (Identifiers: M = 65.38, SE = 4.87; Misidentifiers: M = 43.40, SE = 6.89; Non-
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identifiers: M = 47.83, SE = 6.89), but there was no significant effect of face type, F (2,34) =
2.30, p =.12 (Pre: M = 48.58, SE = 5.52; Target: M = 59.35, SE = 4.85; Post: M = 48.68, SE =
4.33). There was also no significant interaction between face type and identification response,
F (4,34) = 2.53, p = .06, η2 = .23.

[Insert Fig. 6 here]

Planned contrasts revealed that pupil sizes for identifiers were significantly larger for
the target than for pre-target distractors, F (1,9) = 9.74, p = .01, r = .72, η2 = .52 (28%) and
post-target distractors F (1,9) = 28.17, p < .001, r = .87, η2 = .76 (32%). For non-identifiers,
pupils were not significantly larger for the target than for post-target distractors, F (1,4) =
0.06, p = .82, η2 = .01 (-2%). They were also not significantly larger for the pre-target
distractors F (1,4) = 0.02, p = .89 (2%). There were also no significant comparisons for
misidentifiers: pre-target distractors, F (1,4) = 0.57, p = .49 (7%), or post-target distractors F
(1,4) = 0.06, p = .83 (-2%).

Between identifiers, non-identifiers and misidentifiers, three one-way ANOVAs
showed that there were significant pupillary differences for the target, F (2,19) = 8.88, p =
.01, r = .56, but not for pre-target distractors, F (2,19) = 1.15, p = .34, or post-target
distractors, F (2,19) = 0.37, p = .70.

We conducted a paired samples t-test for each identification response, to see whether
pupil sizes were different when people looked at the target compared to when looking at the
LD. For misidentifiers, pupil sizes were significantly larger when looking at the LD
compared to when looking at the target, t(4) = 3.31, p =.03. For non-identifiers, pupil sizes
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were not significantly different between the two face types, t(4) = 2.26, p =.09. For
identifiers, pupil sizes were also not significantly different between the face types, t(9) =
0.02, p =.99.

[Insert Table 6 here]

Also presented in fig. 6, for the second lineup, there were no significant effects: face
type, F (2,34) = 2.52, p =.10 (Pre: M = 53.81, SE = 5.59; Target: M = 44.42, SE = 6.33; Post:
M = 41.54, SE = 4.65); identification response, F (2,34) = 0.12, p = .89 (Identifiers: M =
46.83, SE = 5.12; Misidentifiers: M = 43.76, SE = 7.59; Non-identifiers: M = 49.19, SE =
8.48). There was also no significant interaction between face type and identification response,
F (4,34) = 0.88, p = .49. As there were no significant effects, we did not conduct t-tests as we
had done for the first lineup.

Thus, pupillary responses were no different between participants when they were
divided according to their identification response, or between the different face types.

Using pupil size to predict identification response.

Two binary logistic regressions were used to determine whether pupil size change
predicted whether participants made a correct or incorrect lineup decision. For the first
lineup, the model was statistically significant, χ2(1) = 8.50 p = .01, explaining 46.2%
(Nagelkerke R2) of the variance in lineup decision outcome and correctly classifying 75% of
cases. For the first lineup, pupil size was therefore a good measure of identification
performance. This was not true for the second lineup, for which the logistic regression was
not significant, χ2(1) = 3.15, p = .08.
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Pupil sizes in anxious and non-anxious participants:

Anxiety Groups

A two-way mixed ANOVA was performed to see whether pupil sizes were different
when people with different levels of anxiety looked at the faces in both lineups. There was
one within-subjects factor, lineup presentation (with two levels: First lineup and Second
lineup) and one between-subjects factor: level of anxiety (with two levels: Anxious and Nonanxious).

There was a significant effect of anxiety, F (1, 17) = 8.97, p = .01 r = .59 (Anxious: M
= 57.86, SE = 3.69; Non-anxious: M = 43.95, SE = 2.82): pupil sizes of anxious participants
were larger than those of non-anxious participants. There was no significant difference in
pupil size between the first lineup and the second, F (1, 17) = 3.79, p = .07, and no
interaction between lineup presentation and anxiety, F (1, 17) = 0.01, p = .93. Thus, the
pupils of anxious participants were larger than those who were not anxious throughout the
experiment.

Associations between pupillary changes and level of anxiety:

Pupillary changes

To see whether pupillary changes for the different faces were different between
anxious and non-anxious participants, we calculated the mean difference in pupil size for all
participants when viewing the target and distractors. In the first lineup, this difference was
15% (Target: M = 66.80, SE = 6.22; Distractors: M = 51.14, SE = 3.89), t (19) = 2.88, p = .01,
r = .50. We therefore categorised all participants with a pupillary change of 15% or more
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when viewing the target as “pupillary changers” and those with a pupillary change of less
than 15% when viewing the target as “pupillary non-changers”.
Fisher’s Exact tests were then performed on level of anxiety (anxious and nonanxious) and pupillary changes (pupillary changers and pupillary non-changers). For the first
lineup, there was no significant association between anxiety group and pupillary response, 𝛘2
(1) = 0.09, p = .57 (Non-anxious: 50% = pupillary change, 50% = no pupillary change;
Anxious: 43% = pupillary change, 57% = no pupillary change). Thus, while the pupil sizes of
anxious participants were larger than those of non-anxious participants, this did not affect
their responses to the faces. This analysis was not conducted on the second lineup, as there
was no difference in pupil size between the two face types.

Discussion

Our previous results were replicated in a field experiment: participants who identified
the target had larger pupils when viewing her face than when viewing the faces of distractors,
but only when viewing the lineup for the first time. Interestingly, anxiety seems to have made
no difference to these fluctuations in pupillary responses associated with recognition,
implying that pupillometry could be an appropriate identification measure to use with
anxious people. However, these results need to be replicated with a larger sample than used
in the present experiments. Finally, we wanted to test the use of a portable eye-tracker for
forensic purposes, and found that it was ideal. The EyeLink Duo (SR Research, 2017) was
easy to use and set up, processed participants quickly, and provided precise pupillary data. It
demonstrated that a portable system would be a valid addition to police procedures, by being
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practical for use in the homes of witnesses and victims, thus reducing the anxiety associated
with police lineups (Miller & Bornstein, 2013).

Poor weather conditions meant that we could test only 20 participants. Although this
limited our analyses, our results were consistent with previous research in showing that pupil
sizes were larger in anxious participants (Kimble et al., 2010). Numerous procedural
differences preclude any close comparisons between our study and Valentine & Mesout's
(2009) work on the effects of anxiety on identification. For one thing, they tested recognition
of the face of the person who had been the source of the anxiety, whereas we investigated the
effect of anxiety on recognising the face of someone who had not caused the anxiety. This is
important, as con-artists commit crimes without frightening their victims, and in some
frightening crimes, it can be difficult to know who the perpetrator was.

General Discussion

All three experiments demonstrated that pupil sizes changed in response to a target
face, but only in participants who correctly identified it, and generally only the first time they
saw it. The only exception was in Experiment 2, when pupils also responded to the target in
the second lineup. In all three experiments, we were also able to predict identification of the
targets from participants’ pupillary responses in the first lineup. However, when the target
was absent, pupillary responses did not differentiate between correct rejectors and
misidentifiers. Thus, it was the presence of a previously-seen face that resulted in the
pupillary effects in the target-present lineups. This approach is in line with research that
indicates that pupillary changes are associated with memory strength (Brocher & Graf, 2016;
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Otero et al., 2011; Papesh et al., 2012), and we concluded that the pupillary responses
probably reflected implicit memory strength for the target’s face. This will be discussed
further below.

We wanted to assess pupillometry in relation to traditional eyewitness identification
responses, which rely on conscious processes and have been shown to be unreliable (Wells,
Steblay, & Dysart, 2015). One could gain more insight into the thought processes underlying
the witness' decision, for instance, by asking them if they were Remembering, Knowing or
Guessing. However, these would still be conscious inferences made by the witness about
their own decision-making processes. By bypassing the witness' explicit evaluation of their
decision, pupillometry appears to overcome these issues. If an eyewitness makes an
identification, but their pupils do not respond to the identified face, they are likely to be
wrong. If they make no identification, but their pupils get larger when seeing the suspect,
they may well have recognised them implicitly.

Our findings have relevance for police lineup procedures. Previous research has
suggested that sequential lineups reduce false identification rates compared to simultaneous
lineups; however, this advantage disappears if the sequential lineup is shown twice, as in the
U.K. system (review in Steblay et al., 2011). Our findings provide further evidence that there
are no advantages to providing eyewitnesses with a second lineup presentation. In
Experiments 1 and 3, there were no pupillary changes to the target in identifiers in the second
lineups. Changes were detected in experiment 2, but the second lineup did not elicit any
meaningful new effects that had not already occurred in the first.
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On a more theoretical level, the pupillary findings can be evaluated in terms of three
constructs: cognitive load, cognitive engagement, and memory strength.

Cognitive load is the notion that task demands affect mental workload (Sweller,
2010). Pupil sizes are larger when cognitive load is high and smaller when cognitive load is
low (Chen & Epps, 2014; Jainta & Baccino, 2010; Piquado, Isaacowitz, & Wingfield, 2010;
Zekveld et al., 2014). Processing faces that have only been seen briefly before is likely to
place a greater cognitive burden on limited working memory resources than processing
familiar faces, so cognitive load theory would predict that pupil sizes should be smaller when
looking at familiar faces. Our finding that pupil sizes were larger when viewing the more
familiar targets (in participants who identified them) offers no support for an explanation in
terms of cognitive load – although, of course, this is not a strong argument, as the target face
would only be weakly familiar in absolute terms.

Another explanation is in terms of cognitive engagement. There is evidence that pupil
sizes are larger when looking at salient objects (that have emotional content or are socially
important) than non-salient objects (e.g. Bradley et al. 2008; Laeng & Falkenberg, 2007;
Partala & Surakka, 2003; Prehn et al., 2011; Snowden et al., 2016; Võ et al., 2008). Given
that faces are socially important, it is likely that they will also differ in terms of engagement:
pupils should be larger when looking at a socially-important face than a socially-unimportant
one. It is also likely that a previously-seen face will be more socially-important than a novel
one, so the pupils should be larger when viewing the previously-seen targets than the novel
distractors. In a lineup paradigm, these pupillary responses might well be amplified, as larger
pupils are also associated with goal-seeking (Mathôt, Siebold, Donk, & Vitu, 2015) and
reward (Satterthwaite et al., 2007). Given the pressure to perform well in lineups (Miller &
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Bornstein, 2013), it is likely that participants would be motivated to do well, and this would
be reflected in their pupil sizes, particularly when looking at a target that appears familiar.
Our findings are consistent with an account in terms of cognitive engagement. As pointed out
by one of our reviewers, an alternative explanation, that fits in with engagement theory, is
that participants try to keep in mind the face selected in the first lineup when looking at the
second lineup presentation. This might explain why Experiment 2 produced pupil changes in
both lineup presentations.

Finally, it is possible to interpret our findings in terms of memory strength. This is
determined by the similarity between the item held in memory and the target item, and
decisions are based on strength of evidence (Dunn, 2008). Pupils are larger when memory
strength is greater (Brocher & Graf, 2016; Goldinger & Papesh, 2012; Otero et al., 2011;
Papesh et al., 2012). They may also reflect the experience of recognition (Otero et al., 2011),
and the strength of evidence on which recognition is based (Montefinese et al., 2018).
Therefore, faces that are more familiar should elicit a larger pupil size when they are
recognised than weakly-represented (totally novel) faces. Our findings are consistent with
this account. Overall, however, it has to be concluded that they do not strongly favour one
theoretical explanation over another. Not only do the memory strength and cognitive
engagement explanations make similar predictions about pupil size, but both phenomena
might conceivably be operating in tandem to produce the observed effects.

This research lends itself to a variety of modifications that could clarify other issues
related to police lineup identifications. Systems such as VIPER enable witnesses to conduct
lineup procedures independently by following on-screen instructions. However, as pointed
out by one of our reviewers, it would be interesting to see whether pupil sizes might be
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affected by feedback (e.g. confirming or disconfirming a witness’s lineup decision) or
response bias (such as police lineup instructions). Other useful research could be to test the
pupillary responses of less communicative individuals in police lineups (e.g. children), who
may find the procedure less intimidating without having to make a conscious decision. It
would also be worth testing with people with face processing deficits, to investigate whether
their pupils could respond to a face in the absence of a correct identification decision.

Empirically, it seems clear that pupils respond differently to faces that differ in terms
of familiarity, and probably reflect the different implicit mental processes involved. The
findings tentatively suggest that the pupillary responses to the target might reflect memory
strength or perhaps cognitive engagement, rather than cognitive load. However further
evaluation and analysis of possible theoretical accounts should be explored in future research:
as one of our reviewers pointed out, it is important that identification techniques have a sound
theoretical basis. In conjunction with the use of implicit and explicit measures of
performance, lineup paradigms are a promising technique for doing this. We do not propose
that pupillary responses can replace explicit responses in police lineups, but our research
suggests they can offer a measure of implicit mental processing that provides insight into the
identification responses that people make. Consequently, pupillometry appears to highlight
the issues with current police lineup procedures, and could be used to support them.
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